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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984:
Principal Antidumping and
Countervailing Duty Provisions
The Trade and Tariff Act of 19841 enacted the.most significant changes to
the U.S. trade laws since 1979. In an earlier article, 2 we focused on the
background of the import provisions of the 1984 Act and the most controversial proposals that were deleted: industrial targeting, natural resource
subsidies, and input dumping. This article describes and analyzes the principal amendments to the antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD)
laws included in the 1984 Act. Since the AD/CVD laws are usually the most
frequently invoked trade remedies, their most recent amendment merits
particularly close attention.
I. Upstream Subsidies
When the Trade Subcommittee of the House Committee on Ways and
Means held trade reform hearings in 1983, some witnesses expressed concern that the Department of Commerce ("Commerce") had not been suf*O'Melveny & Myers. Former Deputy (for Policy) to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Import Administration. J.D., Yale Law School; B. A., University of North
Carolina.
'Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import Administration. Former Deputy
Assistant to the President for Intergovernmental Affairs; J.D., Georgetown University Law
Center; A.B., Princeton University.
The views expressed are solely those of the authors.
1. Pub. L. No. 98-573, 98 Stat. 2948 (1984).
2. Holmer and Bello, The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984: The Road to Enactment, 19 Int'l
Lawyer 287 (1985).
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ficiently aggressive in imposing countervailing duties on imports benefitting
from "upstream" subsidies. An upstream subsidy is a domestic subsidy
provided to the producer of an input (e.g., yarn) used in manufacturing the
"downstream" merchandise (e.g., sweaters) which becomes the subject of
a CVD investigation. For example, representatives of the stainless steel wire
industry sought an amendmentwhich would allow antidumping and countervailing duty cases to be brought
directly against dumped and subsidized downstream products. We are seeing
finished products made from stainless steel wire such as fasteners, wire mesh, and
wire rope entering the United States at prices which are below the cost of
producing the wire alone, the raw material itself.
Such practices are undermining the U.S. stainless wire producers as well as our
customers, the producers of the finished product. Yet under our current laws our
hands are tied and we are unable to pursue a remedy directly in unfair trade
practices. We recommend an effective amendment to the antidumping and countervailing duty laws that would grant standing to producers of the components of
or end-use products as well as producers of the end-use products
raw materials
3
themselves.

Similarly, representatives of other domestic industries complained about
Commerce's allegedly restrictive practices concerning upstream subsidies. 4
On the other hand, one attorney specializing in international trade supported Commerce's upstream subsidy practice:
A number of domestic industries have complained about the unfair competition

which they purportedly face from goods containing components which may have
3. Options to Improve the Trade Remedy Laws: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Trade of
the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 222 (1983) [hereinafter cited as

Trade Remedy Hearings] (statement of William J. Pendleton).
4. For example, one attorney testified that:
A very important issue for domestic industries, including high technology industries, is
how the ITA [International Trade Administration in the Department of Commerce] handles
downstream subsidies. The ITA refuses to consider countervailable any subsidies to intermediate products which are incorporated in final products exported to the United States.
Steel is a major component in automobiles, and in many countries is heavily subsidized.
The position of the ITA is that no benefit is received by the foreign auto industry in its
purchase of locally produced, subsidized steel. The ITA believes it is in the steel producer's
interest not to pass along to the auto manufacturer the subsidy benefit which lowered its steel
production costs. We believe that economic assumption is without merit. It ignores the very
real indirect benefits that flow to a home market producer of final products from its ability to
purchase at prices below the home market supplier's fully developed cost, before reduction
by subsidies, the intermediate products which it uses in its production.
Id. at 623 (executive summary of statement of Terence P. Stewart); see also id. at 727-30 (full
statement) and 810-24 (exhibit 1 to statement). Another international trade practitioner
similarly observed that:
In a series of cases decided over the past year, involving European steel, Korean nails and
other products, the Department of Commerce has bent over backward to avoid imposing

countervailing duties for so-called "upstream" subsidies ....
Over and over again, Commerce has sought ways to avoid countervailing against such
"upstream" subsidies.

Id. at 884 (statement of Richard 0. Cunningham).
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been themselves manufactured with the benefit of government subsidies. This
may seem like a beguiling area for reform, but in fact the current Act already
addresses the problem. Wherever a government subsidy is provided with respect
to any merchandise, whether the subsidy is conferred directly or indirectly
through a subsidized component, the Act permits a countervailing duty to be
levied up to the amount of the benefit conferred. Commerce has, however,
properly determined in a number of instances that the benefit of the subsidy to the
component did not flow to the ultimate foreign manufacturer because the sale of
the component was conducted at arms length and was at the market price. In other
words, Commerce has determined that the domestic producers had no cause for
complaint since their foreign competitors did not receive any benefit from the
subsidy allegedly conferred on the manufacturers of the components. Should the
subsidized components ever enter the United States directly or should the foreign
manufacturers receive any demonstrated benefit from the upstream subsidy, the
5
current countervailing duty proceeding is already fully available as a remedy.
H.R. 4784, as reported by the Committee on Ways and Means, included
an upstream subsidies provision to address these concerns. The Committee
report stated:
New section 771A(a) establishes clearer limitations on a form of unfair trade
practices which currently is subject to insufficient discipline. Although upstream
subsidies are supposedly cognizable under present law, the Committee believes
such practices must be dealt with more adequately by the statute. There are no
clear statutory guidelines and the Department of Commerce has refrained from
utilizing the law effectively against this increasingly popular form of government
assistance. Including a specific rule for upstream subsidies will provide greater
guidance and will also serve to notify foreign producers that they will not be
insulated from liability simply because the benefit they receive is on a product at an
earlier stage of manufacture. Where that benefit is passed through and affects
the
6
final exported article, it should be treated similar to normal subsidies.

While the Ways and Means Committee may have intended to expand the

circumstances under which the Commerce Department would find upstream subsidies, the statutory language approved by the Committee 7 in
5. Id. at 903-04 (statement of Robert M. Gottschalk).
6. H.R. Rep. No. 725, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess. 33-34 (1984).
7. The language on upstream subsidies approved by the House Ways and Means Committee
was as follows:
(a) UPSTREAM SUBSIDIES.(1) DEFINITION.-The term "upstream subsidy" means any action of a kind described or referred to in section 771(5)(A), (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) by the government
of a country that(A) is paid or bestowed by that government with respect to a product that isused
in the manufacture or production in that country of merchandise which is the
subject of an investigation under subtitle A or B,
(B) results in a price for the product for such use that is lower than the generally
available price of the product in that country, and
(C) has a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing or producing the merchandise.
In applying this definition, an association of 2 or more foreign countries, political
subdivisions, dependent territories, or possessions of foreign countries organized
SPRING 1985
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general merely codified current Commerce Department practice. 8 On July
26, 1984, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 4784 with the upstream

subsidies provision virtually unchanged. 9
On September 18, 1984, the Senate adopted a series of amendments' °
offered by Senator Heinz (R-Pa.) to H.R. 3398, a bill that ultimately was
paired with H.R. 4784.11 Included in the Heinz amendments was an upstream subsidies provision virtually identical to that which had passed the

into a customs union outside the United States shall be treated as being one
country.
(2) ADJUSTMENT OF GENERALLY AVAILABLE PRICE IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.-If the administering authority decides that the generally available price for a product in the country of the manufacture, production, or export of
the merchandise under investigation is artificially depressed by reason of any
subsidy, or because of sales thereof in such country at less than fair value, the
administering authority shall adjust such generally available price so as to offset
such depression before applying paragraph (1)(B).
(3) INCLUSION OF AMOUNT OF SUBSIDY.-If the administering authority
decides, during the course of an investigation under subtitle A or B, that an
upstream subsidy is being or has been paid or bestowed regarding the merchandise
under investigation, the administering authority shall include in the amount of any
countervailing duty or dumping duty imposed under that subtitle on the merchandise an amount equal to the difference between the prices referred to in paragraph
(1)(B), adjusted, if appropriate, for artificial depression.
Id. at 79.
8. See Attachment (Section-By-Section Analysis of H.R. 4784, para. 15) to Letter from
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige and U.S. Trade Representative William E. Brock to
the Honorable Dan Rostenkowski, Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means (April 3,1984)
(on file at the Dep't of Commerce, Import Administration, Room 3099B), which states that the
upstream subsidies provision "codifies current Commerce Department practice."
The Ways and Means bill went farther than current Commerce practice in adjusting the
"generally available price." The bill required that the subsidy result in a lower price for the
upstream product than the generally available price. The Committee recognized that there may
be cases where the generally available price is itself artificially depressed, and in those cases a
procedure for adjusting such a price is required. This language regarding the generally available
price was substantially modified in the final Act.
9. 130 CONG. REC. H7904-53 (daily ed. July 26, 1984).
10. 130 CONG. REC. S11,366-72 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984).
11. The House had previously passed a miscellaneous tariffs bill, H.R. 3398, which was
considered noncontroversial. On July 31, 1984, the Senate Finance Committee reported out
H.R. 3398 with two amendments sought by the Administration: extension of the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) and authority for free trade area negotiations with Israel. From
September 17 through 20, the Senate hastily added to H.R. 3398 many other provisions
including import relief measures. Although the AD/CVD provisions did not entirely mirror
those in H.R. 4784, there was a substantial similarity and overlap between the two bills.
On September 20, the Senate passed H.R. 3398, adding most of the provisions of H.R. 4784.
130 CONG. REC. S11,581 (daily ed. Sept. 20, 1984). On October 3, the House passed another
version of H.R. 3398, this time incorporating all the provisions of H.R. 4784. 130 CONG. REC.
HI 1,012 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1984). Then on October 4 and 5, the House and Senate conferees met
to resolve differences between the two bills. The conferees agreed on a bill and submitted a
conference report on October 5. H.R. Rep. No. 1156,98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984). On October
9, both the House and the Senate passed H.R. 3398. 130 CONG. REc. S13,974, Hll,667-68
(daily ed. Oct. 9, 1984). On October 30, President Reagan signed the bill into law.
VOL. 19, NO. 2
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House in July. 1 2 In a speech on the Senate floor, Senator Heinz described his
proposal as follows:
This language is taken from Congressman Gibbons' trade bill, H.R. 4784. It would
codify what the Commerce Department itself says is present practice, and would
ensure that the Department not interpret countervailable
subsidies in such a
13
narrow way as to contravene congressional intent.
Thus, the House and Senate upstream subsidies provisions were virtually
identical. Yet as the preparation for the Conference Committee proceeded,
Commerce officials and Senate and House staffers were concerned that the
upstream subsidies provision be written in such a way as to permit effective
implementation by the Department. As a result, the provision was rewritten. The Conference Committee adopted the following three-pronged test
of an upstream subsidy:
SEC. 771A UPSTREAM SUBSIDIES.
(a) DEFINITION.-The term "upstream subsidy" means any subsidy described in section 771(5)(B)(i), (ii), or (iii) by the government of a country that(1) is paid or bestowed by that government with respect to a product hereafter referred to as an "input product" that is used in the manufacture or
production in that country of merchandise which is the subject of a countervailing duty proceeding;
(2) in the judgment of the administering authority bestows a competitive
benefit on the merchandise; and
(3) has a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing or producing the
merchandise. 1
To understand this provision, consider the following example: Petitioner
alleges that a subsidy is provided to a foreign producer of wire rod, which is
used in manufacturing (within the same country 15 ) barbed wire that is
exported to the United States. To find an upstream subsidy, first it must be
shown that the wire rod producer receives a domestic subsidy' 6 as defined in
12. The Heinz provision was somewhat narrower in scope; as amended by Sen. Danforth, it
required Commerce to investigate and assess upstream subsidies only in CVD cases, rather
than in both CVD and AD cases. 130 CONG. REc. S11,576 (daily ed. Sept. 20, 1984).
13. 130 CONG. REC. S11,371 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984).
14. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 86-88.
15. The wire rod and barbed wire producers must be located in the same country; subsidized
wire rod sold to a barbed wire producer in another country could not be found to have provided
an upstream subsidy. This limitation results from the drafting of the upstream subsidies
provision, which applies to certain subsidies paid by the government of a country to an input
product used to manufacture in that country merchandise subject to a CVD investigation. (See
full text accompanying note 14 supra).
16. There are two categories of subsidies: export subsidies and domestic subsidies. The
upstream subsidies provision only applies to domestic subsidies. Commerce has generally
considered as export subsidies benefits provided by a foreign government (or by private parties
at government direction) contingent upon export performance, or such benefits that stimulate
export over domestic sales. Domestic subsidies, on the other hand, include benefits provided to
a company by a foreign government on internal operations (such as production, investment,
and employment) without respect to the ultimate destination of the end product; i.e., without
any requirement relating to export performance or sales of the goods being subsidized, and
SPRING 1985
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17
section 771(5)(B)(i), (ii), or (iii) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.
Second, Commerce must find that the subsidy "bestows a competitive
benefit on the [barbed wire].", 18 This portion of the test was substantially
rewritten by the Conference Committee. The concept is that an upstream
subsidy should only be countervailed on a downstream product if the downstream producer benefits from it. In our example, is the subsidy on wire rod
passed through to the producer of the barbed wire? The House and Senate
bills directed Commerce to answer this question by comparing the price the
barbed wire producer paid for the subsidized wire 19rod with "the generally
available price of the [wire rod] in that country."'
Commerce officials concluded that in most cases, it could not reasonably
determine the "generally available" price, because information about input
price will ordinarily be available to it only from the firms under investigation. Therefore, drafters instead focused on the concept of "competitive
benefit," defining it as follows:
(b) DETERMINATION OF COMPETITIVE BENEFIT.(1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in paragraph (2), the administering authority shall decide that a competitive benefit has been bestowed when the
price for the input product referred to in subsection (a)(1) for such use is lower
than the price that the manufacturer or producer of merchandise which is the
subject of a countervailing duty proceeding would otherwise pay for the product
in obtaining it from another seller in an arms-length transaction.
(2) ADJUSTMENTS.-If the administering authority has determined in a
previous proceeding that a subsidy is paid for or bestowed on the input product
that is used for comparison under paragraph (1), the administering authority
may (A) where appropriate, adjust the price that the manufacturer or producer
of merchandise which is the subject of such proceeding would otherwise pay for
of the subsidy, or (B) select in lieu of that price a
the product to reflect the effects
20
price from another source.
Thus, to determine whether a competitive benefit has been bestowed on
barbed wire, Commerce would compare (1) the price the barbed wire
producer paid for the subsidized wire rod with (2) the price the barbed wire

without any apparent stimulation of export over domestic sales of those goods. For example,
many governments offer grants to companies that open plants (and thus create jobs) in
economically underdeveloped regions of the country, where the government wishes to spur
manufacturing. Likewise, many governments offer loans at attractively low interest rates to
companies they own, in part or in whole. Such loans aid the company as a whole, not only its
production for export.
Since Commerce allocates export subsidies entirely over exports, no benefits from export
subsidies remain to be attributed to products sold domestically. Therefore, upstream subsidies
may only be domestic subsidies, not export subsidies.
17. The final draft of the upstream subsidies provision inadvertently omitted the domestic
subsidies enumerated in § 771 (5)(B)(iv): "The assumption of any costs or expenses of manufacture, production or distribution." 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(B)(iv) (1982).
18. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 86.
19. H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 79.
20. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 86.
VOL. 19, NO. 2
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producer would otherwise pay for wire rod to another seller in an armslength transaction (using actual purchase prices if available). The armslength comparison price described above may be adjusted if Commerce has
found in a prior investigation that the wire rod produced in another country
has been subsidized. Unlike the House and Senate bills, this adjustment was
made discretionary by the Conference Committee.
The third prong of the upstream subsidy test requires that the subsidy
have "a significant effect on the cost of manufacturing or producing the
[barbed wire].", 21 "Significant effect" is left undefined, although the House
Ways and Means Committee report states that the "purpose of this condition is to avoid needless investigation and verification of upstream subsidies
which, although passed through to the final merchandise,
are insignificant in
22
affecting the competitiveness of that final product.,
Thus, the upstream subsidy provision in the 1984 Act was narrowly and
carefully drafted: (1) it was made applicable only to CVD cases, rather than
to both CVD and AD cases; (2) it substituted for the generally available
price determination a determination that the upstream subsidy bestows a
competitive benefit on the downstream product; (3) it provides far greater
discretion in adjusting for artificial price depressions; (4) it establishes a
higher "reasonable grounds to believe or suspect" standard before the
Commerce Department investigates upstream subsidy allegations; and
(5) Commerce is permitted to extend specially the deadline for either its
preliminary determination or the final determination, if reasonable grounds
to believe an upstream subsidy is involved do not develop until after the
preliminary determination.
To underscore the limits of the upstream subsidies provision, Senator
Dole described it on the Senate floor as follows:
The section on upstream subsidies was revised in conference. As originally
drafted, both the Senate and House provisions contained ambiguities that might
have led to interpretations inconsistent with our intent. As redrafted, the provision clearly and unambiguously manifests our intent generally to codify current
Commerce Department practice in the area.
23 That practice was and will be consistent with U.S. international obligations.
II. Small Business Assistance and Simplification
One of the enduring themes in the hearings that led up to the 1984 Act was
the stated desire to simplify and streamline the administration of the AD/
CVD laws, making them more accessible to small businesses. For example,
small businessmen have often complained that the U.S. trade laws are too
21. Id.
22. H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 34.
23. 130 CONG. REc. S13,970 (daily ed. Oct. 9, 1984).
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complicated to understand without expert legal counsel and that such legal
advice is too expensive. They view the plethora of trade laws as tantalizing
but out of reach. In the 1983 hearings before the House Trade Subcommittee, one witness described the overall problem:
As a practical matter, the time and expense involved in prosecuting antidumping and countervailing duty cases poses a formidable barrier to effective use of
these laws. When you tell a businessperson or a group of workers that they may

petition for relief from unfair foreign import competition, but
(1) several months will pass without any action as the investigation proceeds;
(2) there is no guarantee that the case will be won;
(3) even if the case is won, the result can be undercut by an agreement
suspending the antidumping or countervailing duty; and, in addition; [sic]
(4) it will cost petitioners at least $100,000 in legal fees in order to exercise what
limited rights they have under the law,
24
the interest in bringing a case can fade pretty quickly.
24. Trade Remedy Hearings,supra note 3, at 105 (statement of Sol C. Chaikin). Likewise a
representative of the Maine Potato Council stressed that filing an AD petition took five
"frustrat[ing]" years and cost a great deal:
To date, the Maine Potato Council has expended $52,525 on mailings, air fare for me to
Washington and attorneys fees. We presently owe $42,041, plus we have to be told that the
further costs will likely be over $100,000. This is a large debt for a small producers association
with an annual budget of approximately $80,000.
Id. at 242 (statement of Dorothy P. Kelley).
The process for filing a petition with the International Trade Commission and the Department of Commerce is cumbersome, statutory, and perplexing, for an individual who has no
legal background and represents a small agricultural industry.
Id. at 241.
Similarly, an international trade attorney described the unfamiliarity of small businessmen with
the AD/CVD laws:
Commerce and the ITC [International Trade Commission] do an extraordinarily effective
job with limited resources to help petitioners initiate, to investigate, and decide the merits in
trade remedy proceedings. Unfortunately, large segments of the American business community, especially those dominated by smaller business concerns, may remain unaware of the
ready availability of the antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings as potential
remedies against unfair trade practices on the part of their foreign competitors.
Several steps should be taken to enhance the business community's access to, and awareness of, the unfair trade laws.
Id. at 898 (statement of Robert M. Gottschalk).
This concern was reflected in the House Ways and Means Committee's report accompanying
H.R. 4784:
A particular concern of many groups is the nearly insurmountable burden experienced by
small business entities in trying to file and litigate cases. In some instances, the legal fees and
other start-up costs have deterred small business entities from pursuing actions. Another
problem of equal magnitude is the widespread lack of information among small business
groups as to the many types of trade remedies available under U.S. law and the particular law
under which a given complaint might best be pursued. Several hearing witnesses expressed
the need for a central office in the government to disseminate and explain basic information
about the various trade remedies available under U.S. laws.
The need for procedural simplification and clearer standards are [sic] perennial ones, and it
was not surprising that many groups believe improvements are necessary in these areas. In
VOL. 19, NO. 2
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Hearings in the Senate on Problems of Access by Small Businesses to
Trade Remedies reflected similar concerns. 25 Those hearings had been preceded by the introduction of S. 50, the "Small Business and Agricultural
Trade Remedies Act of 1983," and S. 1672, the "Unfair Trade Remedies
Simplification Act." Both bills sought to streamline procedures under the
AD/CVD laws and to make trade relief more accessible to small businesses.

Administration officials supported those objectives, 26 but opposed many of
the specific provisions, such as the creation of a small business advocate, 7
particular, the need to simplify and rationalize price adjustments in antidumping investigations and to eliminate unnecessary interlocutory court review have [sic] been addressed.
[T]he bill mandates several significant procedural changes that will lower legal costs, simplify
investigations for all parties, and greatly reduce the burdens on the agencies administering
these laws. . . . [Ilt establishes a centralized Trade Remedy Assistance Office in the
International Trade Commission to assist industries in understanding and utilizing the many
trade remedies available under U.S. law. It also mandates greater assistance to qualifying
small business in preparing and filing trade remedy petitions.
H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 2-4.
25. For example, Senator William S. Cohen (R-Me.) stated that:
The testimony [United States-Canadian Trade Policies: Impact on Border State Industries:
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Oversight of Government Management of the Senate
Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981)] convinced me that many of
our nation's small businesses are precluded from receiving trade relief under our present
system. The extensive documentation requirements, lengthy review process, and complexity
of the trade laws make it very difficult for a small business or industry to file and obtain relief.
Time and time again I have watched industries which are being hurt by imports pursue the
frustrating process of trade relief. Many have been denied relief-not because their claims
lacked merit-but because of the bureaucratic maze and high costs they must overcome in
order to be successful under our present trade laws. In recent years, the potato, fishing, and
wood products industries, as well as many others, in my own state of Maine have confronted
these problems in seeking trade remedies.
Problems of Access by Small Businesses to Trade Remedies: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on
InternationalTrade of the Senate Comm. on Finance, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1984) [hereinafter cited as Small Business Hearing] (statement of Sen. William S. Cohen).
Similarly, Senator George J. Mitchell (D-Me.) testified that:
The cost, complexity, and delay in obtaining import relief have frustrated many U.S.
industries that have sought such relief [under the AD/CVD laws]. Measures to improve the
access of small business to trade relief statutes should hopefully be a high priority in any
major trade legislation to be marked up by this committee.
The purpose of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws is not served if small firms
and industries that are not well organized, and do not have substantial resources to draw on,
are effectively denied import relief.
Id. at 5 (statement of Sen. George J. Mitchell). Representatives of many small businesses
directly expressed such concerns, including the National Federation of Independent Business
(id. at 68-83 (statement of Michael 0. Roush)); the Maine Potato Council (id. at 84-90
(statement of Dorothy P. Kelley)); the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association
(id. at 91-95 (statement of Thomas J. Gray)); and the Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports
(id. at 97-107 (statement of John M. Lison)).
26. See generally id. at 18, 47 (statements of Alfred E. Eckes and Alan F. Holmer).
27. Both S. 50 and S. 1672 would have established within Commerce an independent office
headed by an advocate for U.S. small business. Both bills would have authorized the advocate
SPRING 1985
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expedited procedures, 28 and changing the ITC's injury standard.2 9 Instead,
the Administration proposed a series of other changes to make the AD/
CVD laws simpler and more predictable and thus less expensive. 3 °
The controversy in this area resulted from the tension between (1) the
desire to make the process quick and uncomplicated and (2) the desire for
legalistic, precise, non-discretionary results. The Trade Agreements Act of
197931 made many procedural and substantive changes in the law better to
protect U.S. businesses, large and small. For example, it provided increased
opportunities for judicial review, required hearings where requested by an
interested party, and permitted the disclosure of proprietary information to
counsel under administrative protective orders. Yet additional rights are
to intervene as an interested party in administrative proceedings on behalf of small business,
although S. 1672 would have permitted such intervention only where the company concerned
was financially incapable of participating in the process otherwise. Under S. 1672, the advocate
could additionally initiate investigations. S. 50 would have established a system of reimbursing
expenses incurred by small businesses.
The Administration opposed having an advocate participate in antidumping and countervailing duty investigations. Such advocacy by another office within Commerce would make Import
Administration's investigations appear to be biased and unfair. This would seriously aggravate
tension with our trading partners, and might invite retaliation. The Administration also
opposed for budgetary reasons reimbursing small businesses for the expenses incurred in
prosecuting an unfair trade case.
28. Under the expedited procedures proposed in S. 1672, there would be no preliminary
determination by Commerce or the ITC, and the time limits for final determinations would be
much shorter. This proposal assumed that requiring preliminary determinations slows the
administrative process. The Administration argued that preliminary determinations do not
retard the process, but rather focus issues, generate constructive comment from interested
parties, and enable Commerce to reach fairer, more accurate, and more legally defensible final
determinations. If Commerce were not given adequate time to prepare its final determinations,
interested parties-including U.S. importers and foreign manufacturers-would successfully
sue Commerce more often in court. Thus, the bill's intended objective would not be achieved.
29. Both bills proposed to change the standard that the ITC employs in its preliminary injury
determination. Under §§ 703(a) and 733(a) of the Tariff Act, the ITC must determine whether
there is "reasonable indication" of injury. 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671b(a), 1673b(a) (1982). The current
standard is: "based upon the best information available to it at the time of the determination."
Id. The proposed new standard in the bills would have been: "based upon information
(available at the time of the determination) which was provided by the parties or generally
available to the public." Small Business Hearing, supra note 25, at 51. It was meant to simplify
and cut the cost of ITC investigations at the preliminary stage. However, in denying the ITC the
ability to seek and rely upon information not publicly available and not supplied by the parties,
the proposal might have resulted in more negative preliminary determinations than would
otherwise be made. This would result in less effective enforcement of the law. Further, the
proposal did not attempt to alter the more exacting standard of the ITC final determinations.
Therefore, it would not simplify or cut the cost of the overall investigation. The preliminary
determination would become largely irrelevant to the later phase of the proceeding. It would no
longer serve to focus issues or generate relevant comment for interested parties. Thus, the
result might well be less accurate, less fair, and less legally defensible final ITC determinations.
30. See June 4, 1984, letter and attachments to Senator John C. Danforth (R-Mo.) from
Alan F. Holmer, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import Administration, and
Claud L. Gingrich, General Counsel to the U.S. Trade Representative. See also Small Business
Hearing, supra note 25, at 53-54.
31. Pub. L. No. 96-39, 93 Stat. 144 (1979).
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useless if the increasingly legalistic proceedings become so expensive that
small businesses cannot avail themselves of those rights.
The following are the small business assistance and simplification provi-

sions included in the 1984 Act:
A.

TRADE REMEDY ASSISTANCE OFFICE IN THE

ITC

Section 221 of the 1984 Act establishes a Trade Remedy Assistance Office
in the ITC.32 The Office is intended to provide information to the public
concerning the remedies available under the trade laws and the procedures
32. For an explanation of this provision, see H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 48-49. See
also H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 189-90. This provision is as follows:
Sec. 221. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRADE REMEDY ASSISTANCE OFFICE IN THE
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION.
Part 2 of title II of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1330-1341) is amended by
inserting after section 338 the following new section:
"Sec. 339. TRADE REMEDY ASSISTANCE OFFICE.
"(a) There is established in the Commission a Trade Remedy Assistance Office which
shall provide full information to the public, upon request, concerning"(1) remedies and benefits available under the trade laws, and
"(2) the petition and application procedures, and the appropriate filing dates, with
respect to such remedies and benefits.
"(b) Each agency responsible for administering a trade law shall provide technical assistance to eligible small businesses to enable them to prepare and file petitions and applications (other than those which, in the opinion of the agency, are frivolous) to obtain the
remedies and benefits that may be available under that law.
"(c) For purposes of this section"(1) The term 'eligible small business' means any business concern which, in the
agency's judgment, due to its small size, has neither adequate internal resources nor
financial ability to obtain qualified outside assistance in preparing and filing petitions and
applications for remedies and benefits under trade laws. In determining whether a
business concern is an 'eligible small business,' the agency may consult with the Small
Business Administration, and shall consult with any other agency that has provided
assistance under subsection (b) to that business concern. An agency decision regarding
whether a business concern is an eligible small business for purposes of this section is not
reviewable by any other agency or by any court.
"(2) The term 'trade laws' means"(A) chapter 1 of title II of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2251 et seq., relating to
relief caused by import competition);
"(B) chapters 2 and 3 of such title II (relating to adjustment assistance for workers and
firms);
"(C) chapter 1 of title III of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411 et seq., relating to
relief from foreign import restrictions and export subsidies);
"(D) title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1671 et seq., relating to the
imposition of countervailing duties and antidumping duties);
"(E) section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862, relating to the
safeguarding of national security); and
"(F) section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1337, relating to unfair practices
in import trade)."
(b) Section 339 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (as added by-subsection (a)) shall take effect on
the 90th day after the date of the enactment of this Act.
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 40-41.
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for filing petitions and applications under those laws. It also requires each

agency responsible for administering
the trade laws to provide technical
33

assistance to small businesses.
The Senate bill would have also established a Small Business International Trade Advocate in the Department of Commerce.34 The Advocate

would have assisted small businesses in proceedings under the U.S.35trade
laws. However, the Conference Committee deleted this provision.

B.

ELIMINATING INTERLOCUTORY JUDICIAL REVIEWS

The Trade Agreements Act of 1979 provided for judicial review of AD

and CVD decisions in the Court of International Trade. Under section 516A
of the 1979 Act, certain Commerce decisions 36 were reviewable immediately, even though Commerce had not yet made its final decision.
This interlocutory review posed significant problems for Commerce investigators. Between the preliminary and final determinations, the investi-

gator usually conducts a verification in the foreign country and holds a public
hearing, 37 and always analyzes the pre-hearing and post-hearing briefs (if
33. To a great extent, this technical assistance is already being provided. When small
businessmen tell Commerce or the ITC they think they are being injured by dumped or
subsidized imports, Commerce officials explain what information is necessary to file a petition,
where they can look for such information, and how to prepare the petition itself. Once a
petition is filed, Commerce assumes responsibility for initiating and conducting the investiga-

tion.
Retaining counsel is optional, not mandatory. Commerce and the ITC will make fair
decisions based on the particular factual record of a case regardless whether petitioners are
large or small, represented or unrepresented by counsel. In many if not most cases, retaining
counsel and/or consultants probably affects the outcome of the cases only marginally, if at all.
The problem for small businesses is the fear that not retaining counsel will be more damaging,
particularly if respondents are represented by counsel. In our highly legalistic society, few
businessmen would be happy to entrust their fortunes in an adversarial matter to the governmental decisionmaker, especially when the adversary retains attorneys to seek to affect that
decision.
34. Senator Cohen's (R-Me.) amendment No. 4247 included a section (§ 602) establishing a
Small Business Trade Assistance Office within the Department of Commerce. 130 CONG. REC.
S11,255 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984); Senator Mitchell (D-Me.) offered an amendment to Senator
Cohen's amendment to establish a Small Business International Trade Advocate Office. 130
CONG. REC. S11,359 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984). The Mitchell amendment was adopted by the
Senate (id. at S11,361), but deleted in Conference.
35. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 190.
36. Interlocutory findings that were reviewable immediately under § 516(A)(1) included a
negative preliminary determination by the administering authority under §§ 703(b) and 733(b)
(19 U.S.C. §§ 1671b(b), 1673b(b) (1982)), and a determination that a case is "extraordinarily
complicated" under §§ 703(c) and 733(c) (19 U.S.C. §§ 1671b(c), 1673b(c) (1982)). Also
reviewable on an interlocutory basis under § 516(A)(1) and (A)(2)(B) were any annual review
determinations under § 751 (19 U.S.C. § 1675 (1982)).
37. Verification is required in all investigations (§ 776 of the Act, 19 U.S.C. § 1677e (1982)),
but may precede the preliminary determination, especially in dumping cases. A public hearing
is mandatory if requested (§ 774 of the Act, 19 U.S.C. § 1677c (1982)).
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any), and prepares a final determination. It was unreasonable to expect him
to prepare a massive administrative record for the court at the same time. As
one prior administrator of the AD/CVD laws said:
There are two conflicting thoughts there in the 1979 act. One that there should
be interlocutory judicial review, and second
38 that we should make the decision very

quickly. Those two don't work together.
This problem was recognized by the House Ways and Means Committee,
which proposed eliminating interlocutory review:
The purpose ...

is to eliminate costly and time-consuming legal action where

the issue can be resolved just as equitably at the conclusion of the administrative
proceedings. Since no irrevocable harm occurs to any party until after the agencies
have completed their investigations and have either issued or failed to issue a final
antidumping or countervailing duty order, the interests of all parties can be
protected by preserving their rights to appeal at that time. The Committee
received numerous objections from practitioners and representatives of both
domestic and importing interests who find the many interlocutory appeals to be
costly and unnecessary. When Congress expanded judicial review as part of the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979, it was felt that interlocutory review would
expedite provision of judicial relief, might help to perfect the record, and would
lead to better final determinations with fewer errors. However, the cost delay [sic]
of judicial review in the CIT are such that
39 the benefits of interlocutory actions are
outweighed by the attendant burdens.

A similar provision was included in a series of amendments offered by
Senator Cohen (R-Me.) and adopted by the Senate.4 0 The Conference
Committee adopted a provision eliminating ititerlocutory review with only
technical changes.4n
38. Trade Remedy Hearings, supra note 3, at 557 (statement of Gary N. Horlick).

39. H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 47. An example of the effects of interlocutory review
is provided by a 1982 German steel AD case, Krupp Stahl A.G. v. United States, 553 F. Supp.
394 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1982), in which Commerce used for its preliminary determinations
information in the petition as best evidence available, since a German company's response to
Commerce's questionnaire was received too late. The German company sued the United States

in the Court of International Trade ("CIT") in New York. Domestic parties sought to intervene
as defendants along with the United States, and the Court granted their motion. Yet petition-

er's participation was entirely elective, since the U.S. was the named party defendant and
successfully defended Commerce's use of best information available in its preliminary determination rather than the German company's late response.
On the other hand, this lawsuit points out the possible pragmatic harm to petitioners created
by interlocutory judicial review. On December 1, 1982, the German company was able to get a
temporary restraining order from the CIT, precluding Commerce from publishing its preliminary affirmative AD determination. Hearings were held eight days later, and the case was not
decided until December 13. This delay in publication of Commerce's preliminary decision for

nearly two weeks meant that an additional two weeks of entries were potentially able to be
liquidated without suspension, and thus avoid estimated AD duties.
40. 130 CONG. REC. S11,255-59 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984).
41. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 91-93, 178-79. The portion of § 623 of the 1984
Act that eliminates interlocutory review is as follows:

SEC. 623 ELIMINATION OF INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS.
(a) Section 516A(a) (19 U.S.C. 1516(a)) is amended as follows:
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EASIER ACCESS TO RESPONDENTS' BUSINESS
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

Section 61942 standardizes, simplifies and reduces the time and cost of
obtaining confidential information under an administrative protective order
(1) Paragraph (1) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) REVIEW OF CERTAIN DETERMINATIONS.-Within 30 days after the date of
publication in the Federal Register of"(A) a determination by the administering authority, under 702(c) or 732(c) of this Act,
not to initiate an investigation,
"(B) a determination by the Commission, under section 751(b) of this Act, not to review
a determination based upon changed circumstances, or
"(C) a negative determination by the Commission, under section 703(a) or 733(a) of this
Act, as to whether there is reasonable indication of material injury, threat of material
injury, or material retardation,
an interested party who is a party to the proceeding in connection with which the matter arises
may commence an action in the United States Court of International Trade by filing
concurrently a summons and complaint, each with the content and in the form, manner, and
style prescribed by the rules of that Court, contesting any factual findings or legal conclusions
upon which the determination is based."
(2) Paragraph (2)(A) is amended(A) by striking out "the date of publication in the Federal Register of" in the matter
preceding clause (i); and
(B) by amending clauses (i) and (ii) to read as follows:
"(i) the date of publication in the Federal Register of"(I) notice of any determination described in clause (ii), (iii), (iv), or (v) of
subparagraph (B), or
"(II) an antidumping or countervailing duty order based upon any determination described in clause (i) of subparagraph (B), or
"(ii) the date of mailing of a determination described in clause (vi) of subparagraph (B).".
Id. at 91-92.
42. The applicable portion of § 619 reads as follows:
SEC. 619. RECORDS OF EX PARTE MEETINGS; RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION.
Section 777,(19 U.S.C. 1677f) is amended(3) by striking out the second sentence of subsection (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the
following new sentence:
"The administering authority and the Commission shall require that information for
which confidential treatment is requested be accompanied by-"(A) either"(i) a nonconfidential summary in sufficient detail to permit a reasonable understanding of the substance of the information submitted in confidence, or
"(ii) a statement that the information is not susceptible to summary accompanied
by a statement of the reasons in support of the contention, and
"(B) either"(i) a statement which permits the administering authority to release under
administrative protective order, in accordance with subsection (d), the information submitted in confidence, or
"(ii) a statement that the information should not be released under administrative
protective order."; and
(4) by inserting "(before or after receipt of the information requested)" after "application,"
in subsection (c)(1)(A).
Id. at 89-90. See also id. at 177-78; H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 43-45, 82-83. The
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(APO). The slowness of the process of releasing such information has been a
major complaint of U.S. industries and of the private trade bar.43
Prior to the 1984 Act, Commerce was precluded from undertaking procedures which would have streamlined the release process. Commerce
attempted to speed up the release of business confidential information

under APO's in the 1982 steel cases. Yet the Court of International Trade
concluded that Commerce, in its attempt to release information prior to its
preliminary determinations, had failed to honor the basic statutory safeguards requiring the applicant to consider the adequacy of non-confidential

summaries, describe the information requested with particularity, and provide reasons for the request. 45 "[Tihe release of confidential information,"
the Court said, "must be the result of a reasoned decision which carefully
evaluates the need of the applicant as opposed to the demands of
confidentiality. ,46
The 1984 Act permits the process to be streamlined. Confidential information will be required to be accompanied by a non-confidential summary and either an agreement to release under APO or a statement that the
information should not be released. By regulation, Commerce can be expected to (1) require arguments opposing release at the time of data submis-

sion, (2) permit "blanket" APO requests (i.e., for future submissions of the
same type of data), and (3) identify categories of data for which APO release
is presumed (or for which non-release is presumed). The aim of these
changes is to have only one round of argument about APO release at the
time the data are submitted.4 7

D.

COUNTRYWIDE

CVD

RATES

In assessing countervailing duties, the Commerce Department practice
has generally been to impose a single, countrywide rate for all enterprises,
Senate version of this provision was included as § 607 in Senator Cohen's amendments. 130
CONG. REC. S11,256-57 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984).
43. Trade Remedy Hearings, supra note 3, at 254 (statement by Jim H. Connor).
44. See, e.g., Certain Steel Products from Belgium, 47 Fed. Reg. 39,304 (1983) (final).
45. Section 777 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677f (1982).
46. Sacilor, Acieries et Laminoirs de Lorraine v. United States, 542 F. Supp. 1020 (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1982).
47. H.R. 4784 precluded any distinction between in-house and retained counsel in ITC and
Commerce regulations governing this limitation. The Conference Committee adopted instead
the Senate version. As a result, Commerce and the ITC will decide on a case-by-case basis
whether to release confidential information to in-house counsel. The need of the submitter for
confidential treatment of the information will be balanced against the need of the requester to
see the information. For example, in recent CVD investigations of Certain Carbon Steel
Products from Mexico, 49 Fed. Reg. 5142, 17,790 (1984) (preliminary, termination), Commerce allowed in-house counsel of the United States Steel Corporation to review respondents'
business confidential information under an administrative protective order. Commerce believes this practice is unsupported by the recent decision of the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit in United States Steel Corp. v. United States, 5 ITRD 1955 (C.A.F.C. 1984), which
overturned a lower court ruling that effectively established aperse rule against release to house
counsel.
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unless separate enterprises have received materially different benefits.48
Senator Heinz offered an amendment to require a presumption of countrywide rates; it was adopted by the Senate.49 Apparently Senator Heinz
wished to nudge Commerce even further than its prior practice in the
direction of countrywide rates. In his speech on the Senate floor, he described the following purposes of this proposal:
Section 11 (countrywide CVD determinations) would require a presumption of
countrywide (rather than company-specific) CVD determinations, except where
significant subsidy differentials exist between companies securing benefits or in
the case of state-owned companies receiving direct cash infusions. This would
allow the Department of Commerce to presume a weighted average subsidy
margin with respect to different companies within the same country that export
like products under investigation (except where it is clearly unfair to do so), and
would hopefully address also the concerns expressed in a pending appeal before
the Court of International Trade. In this pending appeal, LTV Steel and other
plaintiffs have urged the application of a countrywide CVD margin with respect to
three Brazilian steel producers affected by final CVD rulings (with margins
ranging from 17 to 62 percent), because the holding company which owns the
three companies has announced that it plans to redirect its exports of the affected
product to the company with the lowest margin. This provision is intended to
ensure against such trade law evasion and also ease the administrative burden on
the Commerce Department. 50
Thus, this provision 51 is intended in part to lessen the administrative
burden stemming from implementing company-specific rates. The amendment continues to permit individual company rates for significant differences in benefits. Commerce is expected to determine under what condi52
tions company-specific rates are appropriate.
E. EXPEDITED PROCEDURES WHEN VERIFICATION WAIVED
Section 603 of the 1984 Act provides for expedited CVD preliminary
determinations upon waiver of verification. This is now permitted for AD
48. 19 C.F.R. § 355.28(a)(3) (1984).
49. 130 CONG. REC. S11,371-72 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984).
50. 130 CONG. REC. S11,371 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984).

51. Section 607 reads as follows:
SEC. 607. COUNTERVAILING DUTIES APPLY ON COUNTRY-WIDE BASIS.
Section 706(a) (19 U.S.C. 1671e(a)) is amended(1) by redesignating paragraphs (2) and (3) as paragraphs (3) and (4) respectively; and
(2) by adding after paragraph (1) the following new paragraph:
"(2) shall presumptively apply to all merchandise of such class or kind exported from the
country investigated, except that if"(A) the administering authority determines there is a significantly differential between companies receiving subsidy benefits, or
(B) a State-owned enterprise is involved,
the order may provide for differing countervailing duties,".
H.R.Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 80.
52. Id. at 180.
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cases under section 733(b)(2) of the Tariff Act. Where the petitioner waives
verification, the preliminary determination is expedited (50 days instead of

85).53
F.

SIMULTANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Under present law, AD and CVD cases are normally considered under
separate timetables. Commerce's preliminary CVD determinations are required within 85 days, final determinations within 75 days thereafter; Commerce's AD preliminary determinations are required within 160 days, final
determinations within 75 days thereafter.
Section 606 of the 1984 Act provides that when AD and CVD investigations are initiated simultaneously, Commerce shall extend the date for the
final CVD determination to54the date of the final AD determination, if
requested by the petitioner.
53. Id. at 75-76, 176. This amendment was included as § 610 in Senator Cohen's technical
changes to the AD/CVD laws. 130 CONG. REC. Sl1,257 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984).
Section 603 reads as follows:
SEC. 603. WAIVER OF VERIFICATION.
Section 703(b) (19 U.S.C. 1671b(b)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"(3) PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION UNDER WAIVER OF VERIFICATION.Within 55 days after the initiation of an investigation the administering authority shall cause
an official designated for such purpose to review the information concerning the case
received during the first 50 days of the investigation, and, if there appears to be sufficient
information available upon which the determination can reasonably be based, to disclose to
the petitioner and any interested party, then a party to the proceedings that requests such
disclosure, all available nonconfidential information and all other information which is
disclosed pursuant to section 777. Within 3 days (not counting Saturdays, Sundays, or legal
public holidays) after such disclosure, the petitioner and each party which is an interested
party described in subparagraph (C), (D), (E), or (F) of section 771(9) to whom such
disclosure was made may furnish to the administering authority an irrevocable written waiver
of verification of the information received by the authority, and an agreement that it is willing
to have a determination made on the basis of the record then available to the authority. If a
timely waiver and agreement have been received from the petitioner and each party which is
an interested party described in subparagraph (C), (D), (E), or (F) of section 771(9) to whom
the disclosure was made, and the authority finds that sufficient information is then available
upon which the preliminary determination can reasonably be based, a preliminary determination shall be made on an expedited basis on the basis of the record established during the
first 50 days after the investigation was initiated."
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 75-76. This amendment is unlikely to be significant,
inasmuch as verification has never been waived under the already existing authority for waiver
in AD cases.
54. Id. at 80, 176. This amendment was included as § 9 in Senator Heinz's series of
amendments. 130 CONG. REC. S11,367 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984). Section 606 reads as follows:
SEC. 606. SIMULTANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS.
Section 705(a)(1) (19 U.S.C. 1671d(a)(1)) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) IN GENERAL.-Within 75 days after the date of the preliminary determination under
section 703(b), the administering authority shall make a final determination of whether or not
a subsidy is being provided with respect to the merchandise; except that when an investigaSPRING 1985
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HEARING FOR CONCURRENT INVESTIGATIONS

Section 616 of the 1984 Act provides that if AD and CVD cases are
initiated within six months of each other involving the same merchandise
from the same country, the ITC is required to conduct only one injury
hearing covering both proceedings. 55 This provision eliminates an unnecessary but costly aspect of prior procedures. The consolidation of injury
hearings into one proceeding can save anywhere from $20,000 to $250,000
(based on estimates by private counsel), depending principally on the complexity of the case and the fees of the company's chosen representatives. If
facts change significantly after the injury hearing but before the ITC's vote
in the AD case, any party can, of course, still submit information in writing
for the ITC's consideration.
H.

ANNUAL REVIEWS ONLY UPON REQUEST

Section 61156 of the 1984 Act amends section 751(a)(1) to require annual
reviews of outstanding AD or CVD orders or suspension agreements only if
tion under this subtitle is initiated simultaneously with an investigation under subtitle B,
which involves imports of the same class or kind of merchandise from the same or other
countries, the administering authority, if requested by the petitioner, shall extend the date of
the final determination under this paragraph to the date of the final determination of the
administering authority in such investigation initiated under subtitle B.".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 80.
55. Id. at 88-89, 175-76. This amendment was included as § 606 of Senator Cohen's
amendment No. 4247. 130 CONG. REC. S11,256 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984). Section 616 of the
final Act reads as follows:
SEC. 616. HEARINGS.
Section 774(a) (19 U.S.C. 1677c(a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(a) INVESTIGATION HEARINGS."(1) IN GENERAL-Except as provided in paragraph (2), the administering authority and the Commission shall each hold a hearing in the course of an investigation upon
the request of any party to the investigation before making a final determination under
section 705 or 735.
"(2) EXCEPTION.-If investigations are initiated under subtitle A and subtitle B
regarding the same merchandise from the same country within 6 months of each other
(but before a final determination is made in either investigation), the holding of a
hearing by the Commission in the course of one of the investigations shall be treated as
compliance with paragraph (1) for both investigations, unless the Commission considers that special circumstances require that a hearing be held in the course of each of the
investigations. During any investigation regarding which the holding of a hearing is
waived under this paragraph, the Commission shall allow any party to submit such
additional written comment as it considers relevant.".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 88-89.
56. The applicable portion of § 611 reads as follows:
SEC. 611. REVIEWS AND DETERMINATIONS.
(a) Subtitle C (19 U.S.C. 1675) is amended(2) by amending section 751(A) by inserting "if a request for such a review has been received and" immediately
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a request for such a review has been received by Commerce. The Conference Committee described the purpose of this provision as follows:
The Conferees agreed to the House provision. [It] is designed to limit the number
of reviews in cases in which there is little or no interest, thus limiting the burden on
petitioners and respondents, as well as the administering authority. The committee intends the administering authority should provide by regulation for the
assessment of antidumping and countervailing duties on entries for which review is
not requested, including the elimination of suspension of liquidation, 57
and/or the
conversion of cash deposits of estimated duties, previously ordered.
This proposal would eliminate the time and expense of conducting unnecessary review proceedings in which neither the petitioner nor the respondent has any interest. Based on our discussions with private practitioners,
we believe that retaining counsel for an annual review proceeding can cost
from $10,000 for a relatively simple case to $200,000 for more complicated
matters. Where petitioner is satisfied with the present level of relief under an
existing AD or CVD order, and the respondent does not anticipate any
significant reduction through review (because it has not revised its prices or
received fewer subsidies per unit produced or exported), we believe this
change in the law will significantly help all businesses.
I.

STANDING FOR INDUSTRY-LABOR COALITIONS

Section 612(a)(3) 58 of the 1984 Act permits ad hoc industry-labor coalitions to have standing as interested parties to AD and CVD investigations.59
It overturns a court decision in MatsushitaElectricalIndustrialCo. v. United
States.6° It allows companies and labor groups to form ad hoc coalitions to
before "after publication of notice" in that part of paragraph (1) of subsection (a)
that precedes subparagraph (A)....
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 82.
57. Id. at 181. The Conference report also states that Commerce "should be able to revoke
antidumping and countervailing duties that are no longer of interest to domestic interested
parties." Id. This language can be expected to make revocation of orders substantially easier.
58. Section 612(a)(3) reads as follows:
SEC. 612. DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.
(a) Section 771 (19 U.S.C. 1655) is amended as follows:
(3) Paragraph (9) is amended(A) by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (D);
(B) by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph (E) and inserting in lieu
thereof ", and"; and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(F) an association, a majority of whose members is composed of interested
parties described in subparagraph (C), (D), or (E) with respect to a like
product.".
Id. at 84-85.
59. For a discussion of the Senate version of this provision, see 130 CONG. REc. S11,367,
S11,371 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984).
60. 529 F. Supp. 664 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1981).
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file an AD and CVD petition, 61 and to share any costs involved in preparing
that petition or exercising their option to retain counsel to represent them
throughout the proceedings. This can save significant costs for companies in
any industry in which labor is organized. 62
J. SIMPLIFYING ADJUSTMENTS IN

AD

CASES

Section 62463 of the 1984 Act requires Commerce to undertake a study of
adjustments to United States price and foreign market value in AD proceed64
ings, and to recommend to Congress appropriate changes in current laws.
Adjustments to U.S. price or foreign market value based on differing
circumstances of sale, quantities sold, or physical characteristics of the
merchandise are the least transparent, most arcane area of the AD law. If
these adjustments could be simplified, petitioners and respondents would
perceive a far less compelling need to be represented by the private trade bar
and/or expensive consultants. Even if they chose to be so represented, their
legal or consultants' services should be less difficult and time consuming,
and thus less expensive.

61. The Ways and Means Committee report states:
This standing requirement would be met as long as a majority of the combined membership
of the coalition individually meets the standing requirements under present law and represents the industry producing the like product. It is not necessary that a majority of the
individual firms and a majority of the unions also represent the particular industry if a
majority of the members of an association in the coalition are representative.
H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 40.
62. Ad hoc coalitions of companies are already a fairly common device for sharing costs, e.g.,
the Coalition for Fair Canadian Lumber Imports and the Committee on Pipe and Tube
Imports.
63. Section 624 reads as follows:
SEC. 624. ADJUSTMENTS STUDY.
The Secretary of Commerce shall undertake a study of the current practices that are
applied in the making of adjustments to purchase prices and exporter's sales prices under
section 772(d) and (e) (19 U.S.C. 1677a (d) and (e)) and foreign market value and constructed value under section 773 (19 U.S.C. 1677b) in determining antidumping duties. The
study shall include, but not be limited to(1) a review of the types of adjustments currently being made;
(2) a review of private sector comments and recommendations regarding the subject that
were made at congressional hearings during the first session of the ninety-eighth Congress;
and
(3) the manner and extent to which such adjustments led to inequitable results.
Within one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Commerce shall
complete the study required under this section and shall submit to Congress a written report
regarding the study and containing such recommendations as the Secretary deems appropriate regarding the need, and the means, for simplifying and modifying current practices in the
making of such adjustments.
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 93.
64. This amendment was included as § 608 to Senator Cohen's technical changes to the
AD/CVD law. 130 CONG. REC. S11,256-57 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984).
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III. Changes and Clarifications of Injury Test Provisions
The law requires, as a precondition to imposing AD or CVD duties, that
the ITC determine whether dumped or subsidized imports cause or threaten
material injury to a U.S. industry, or materially retard the establishment of
such an industry. 65 Material injury is defined as "harm which is not inconsequential, immaterial, or unimportant." 66 The ITC must consider, among
other factors on a case-by-case basis, (1) the volume of imports of the
merchandise under investigation, (2) the effect of such imports on prices in
the United States for the like product,
and (3) the impact of imports on the
67
U.S. producers of the like product.
During the 1983 hearings before the House Trade Subcommittee, many
witnesses voiced their concerns about the difficulty of proving injury before
the ITC. Some objected to requiring a determination of injury at all. The
president of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union testified as
follows:
Countervailing duties and antidumping duties do no more than offset ...unfair
practices. They are not protectionist-they are designed to counter trade distorting policies abroad.
Given this fundamental fact, why should a U.S. industry that is seeking to do no
more than offset foreign unfair practices have to shoulder the burden of showing
injury caused by the subsidized or dumped imports? Under U.S. law, injury is not
easily shown. U.S. industry and U.S. workers mu~t absorb a good deal of pain
before they are entitled to relief from foreign trade-distorting practices.
In our view, there should be no injury test before foreign dumping or foreign
subsidies can be offset. There is no justification for imposing such a burden on
U.S. industry when all it seeks is to counter unfair trade practices. At the very
least, the burden should be on the country using trade distorting practices to
demonstrate that its practices are not injuring U.S. industry. Until this problem
68
can be rectified, the U.S. trade laws will remain fundamentally flawed.

Others objected specifically to providing an injury test in CVD cases:
In the 1979 [Trade Agreements] Act, Congress required for the first time in
countervailing duty investigations that imports from a "country under the Agreement" injure a domestic industry before relief can be granted. We think that

adding an injury test was a mistake.

65. Sections 705(b) and 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671d(b),
1673d(b) (1982). The injury test does not apply in countervailing duty cases to dutiable imports
from countries that are not parties to the GATT Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures or that have not assumed substantially equivalent obligations with the United States.
The injury test also does not apply to duty-free imports from such countries if they are not
members of the GATT or the test is not otherwise required under U.S. international obligations.
66. Section 771(7) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (1982).

67. Id.
68. Trade Remedy Hearings,supra note 3, at 103 (statement of Sol C. Chaikin). See also id.

at 116.
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Importation of subsidized products should be a per se violation of this country's
countervailing duty laws; because subsidies distort the market place, they should
be countervailed, without requiring proof of injury to the domestic industry.
Subsidies do not just happen, they are the result of deliberate government
policies. Our laws should indicate to foreign governments that when they deliberately subsidize their industries and those industries export subsidized products to
the United States, the U.S. industries are not going to be put to the burden and
expense of showing the harm caused by those subsidies.
At the very least, harm from subsidies should be presumed. The law should be
changed to make clear that once a finding of subsidization has been made by the
Commerce Department, the burden of proof in a countervailing duty case should
shift to the respondents to show that the domestic industry has not been injured by
the subsidized imports.69

Many witnesses complained about specific aspects of the International
Trade Commission's application of the injury test.7 °
The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 includes three significant changes or
clarifications with respect to the ITC's injury determinations: cumulation,
threat of material injury, and a special two-year definition of "industry" for
wine and grape producers.
A. CUMULATION

As discussed above, the ITC is required to assess, among other things,
both the volume of imports and the price effects of such imports. 71 Formerly
the ITC enjoyed discretion about whether to cumulate imports of a product
from various countries being investigated. 72 For example, if imports of a
product for three countries were being investigated, the Commission, in
determining the absolute and relative volume of imports, decided whether it
was appropriate to add all those imports or to consider them separately in
each case. Cumulating them obviously increases the likelihood of an
affirmative injury determination.
Under the new Act, 73 the Commission must cumulate all imports of a like
69. Id. at 203 (statement of Adolph J. Lena).
70. See, e.g., id. at 203 (statement of Adolph J. Lena), 241 (statement of Dorothy P. Kelley),
770 (statement of Terence P. Stewart), 906 (statement of Robert M. Gottschalk).
71. Section 771(7) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (1982).
72. The decision to cumulate was made on a case-by-case basis and was solely within the
discretion of each individual commissioner. Most commissioners applied cumulation under
certain circumstances but articulated a variety of differing criteria and conditions. See, e.g.,
Certain Steel Products from Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Romania, the United Kingdom, and West Germany, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-86 through 144,
701-TA-146, 701-TA-147, and 731-TA-53 through 86 (preliminary) at 16-17, USITC Pub.
1221 (1982), (cited in Carbon Steel Wire Rod from the German Democratic Republic, Inv. No.
731-TA-205 (preliminary), USITC Pub. 1607 at 10, n.29 (1984)).
73. Section 612(a)(2)(A) reads as follows:
SEC. 612. DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.
(a) Section 771 (19 U.S.C. 1655 [sic]) is amended as follows:
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product subject to investigation that compete with each other, even where
one country accounts for most U.S. imports and the others export relatively
little to the U.S. This makes it more likely that the Commission will find
injury by reason of subsidized or dumped products from the countries
accounting for low import penetration, if another country's competing like
product has achieved high import penetration.
A substantially less stringent cumulation provision was included in H.R.
4784 as introduced 74 and was approved by the House Trade Subcommittee. 75 However, the full Ways and Means Committee substituted
criteria requiring cumulation of imports from two or more countries if the
and with like products of the domestic
imports compete with each other
76
industry in the United States.
While the Senate opted for the looser approach, the Conference Committee adopted the stricter Ways and Means Committee language. As a practical matter, the House conferees had already agreed to drop or substantially
modify many provisions; 77 cumulation was one provision on which they
refused to yield. 78
Consequently, more AD/CVD cases are likely to be filed. A U.S. company intending to file an AD or CVD petition on imports from one country
will now more seriously consider filing a companion petition on the same
imports from other countries as well, even if they account for absolutely or
relatively small volumes.
B.

THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY

Prior to the 1984 Act, there were no comprehensive statutory criteria for
79
the ITC's determination of threat of material injury. The pre-1984 statute
(2) Paragraph (7) is amended(A) by inserting the following new clause at the end of subparagraph (C):
"(iv) CUMULATION.-For purposes of clauses (i) and (ii), the Commission
shall cumulatively assess the volume and effect of imports from two or more
countries of like products subject to investigation if such imports compete with
each other and with like products of the domestic industry in the United States
market.";

H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 84. See also id. at 173.
74. See 130 CONG. REC. H652 (daily ed. Feb. 8, 1984); H.R. 4784 (as introduced), 98th
Cong., 2d Sess., § 104(a)(2)(A) (1984).
75. Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 98th Cong., 2d Sess.,
Report on H.R. 4784 Trade Remedies Reform Act of 1984 at 26-27 (Comm. Print 1984).
76. See supra note 73.
77. House conferees had agreed to drop provisions on input dumping, natural resource
subsidies, and many other more technical changes in the AD/CVD law. They had also agreed
to modify provisions on persistent dumping, quantitative restraint agreements, and upstream
subsidies.
78. In the offer made by the House conferees to the Senate conferees at 8 p.m. on October 4,
1984, the House agreed to make the persistent dumping provisions discretionary in exchange
for the Senate's accepting the House's cumulation language.
79. Section 771(7)(E) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(E) (1982).
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did say that in determining whether there is a threat of material injury in

countervailing duty investigations, the ITC must consider such information
as may be presented by Commerce on the nature of the subsidy (particularly
whether it is an export subsidy inconsistent with the GAT[ Agreement on
Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures 80 ) and the effects likely to be caused
81
by the subsidy.
Section 612(a)(2)(B) 82 of the 1984 Act establishes criteria for the ITC to
80. Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI, and XXIII of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 31 U.S.T. 513, T.I.A.S. No. 9619.
81. Legislative history states that export subsidies are inherently more likely to threaten
injury than other subsidies. S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 89 (1979). See also Trade
Agreements Act of 1979: Statements of Administrative Action, H.R. Doc. No. 153, pt. 11,96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 434 (1979).
82. Section 612(a)(2)(B) reads as follows:
SEC. 612. DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.
(a) Section 771 (19 U.S.C. 1655) is amended as follows:
(2) Paragraph (7) isamended(B) by inserting after subparagraph (E) the following new subparagraph:
"(F) THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY."(i) IN GENERAL.-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for importation) of
any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, among other relevant economic
factors"(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to it by the
administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
"(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in the
exporting country likely to result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
"(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious level,
"(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the United
States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic
prices of the merchandise,
"(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United
States,
"(IV) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in
the exporting country, and
"(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the probability
that the importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise (whether or
not it is actually being imported at the time) will be the cause of actual injury.
"(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities owned or
controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to find orders
under section 706 or 736, are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation.
(ii) BASIS FOR DETERMINATION.-Any determination by the Commission
under this title that an industry in the United States is threatened with material
injury shall be made on the basis of evidenced [sic] that the threat of material injury
is real and that actual injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on
the basis of mere conjecture or supposition.".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 84-85. See also id. at 173-75. This provision was included
as § 4 in Senator Heinz's amendment No. 4266, 130 CONG. REC. S11,367 (daily ed. Sept. 18,
1984).
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follow. Factors for consideration include (1) the nature of the subsidy, 83 (2)
any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in the
exporting country likely to result in a significant increase in imports to the
United States, (3) any rapid increase in the United States market penetration and the likelihood that it will increase to an injurious level, (4) the
probability that imports will enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing effect on domestic prices, (5) any substantial increase in United
States inventories, (6) underutilized production capacity in the exporting
country, (7) any other adverse trends that indicate the probability that
importation of the merchandise will cause actual injury, and (8) the potential for product shifting.
This provision might have been significant if it had increased the likelihood of affirmative ITC determinations based upon threat of material
injury. However, the Conference report stresses that "determination[s] on
the basis of threat cannot be made on the basis of mere supposition and
conjecture, and sufficient information must exist for concluding that the
threat of injury is real and actual injury is imminent.", 84
C.

DEFINITION OF INDUSTRY FOR WINE AND GRAPE PRODUCERS

The term "industry" is defined as "the domestic producers ...

of a like

product"; 85 like product is defined as including only those products which
are identical or most similar in their characteristics with the imported
article. 86 Producers of products incorporated into a processed or manufactured final product are generally not included in the scope of the domestic
industry analyzed by the ITC in its injury determination. The ITC has
treated growers as part of a processed agricultural product industry only
when (1) the raw agricultural product is part of a "single, continuous line of
production" resulting in a single processed agricultural product, and (2)
there is a substantial "commonality of economic interest" between growers
87
and processors.

83. The language on the nature of the subsidy is virtually identical to that under prior law.
See § 771(7)(E)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(E)(i) (1982).
84. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 174.
85. Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A) (1982).
86. Section 771(10) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(10) (1982).
87. Certain Table Wine from France and Italy, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-210 and 211 (preliminary), USITC Pub. 1502 (1984). See also, e.g., Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice from Brazil,
Inv. No. 751-TA-10, USITC Pub. 1623 (1984), and Inv. No. 701-TA-184 (final), USITC Pub.
1406 (1983); Sugar from the European Community, Inv. No. 104-TA-7, USITC Pub. 1247
(1982); Lamb Meat from New Zealand, Inv. No. 701-TA-80 (preliminary), USITC Pub. 1191
(1981); Fish, Fresh, Chilled or Frozen, Whether or Not Whole, But Not Otherwise Prepared or
Preserved from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-40 (final), USITC Pub. 11066 (1980); Certain Fish
and Certain Shellfish from Canada, Inv. No. 303-TA-9, USITC Pub. 966 (1979). If a raw
agricultural product is used in the production of a single processed product and has no other
uses, the growers are in a sense engaged in the production of a like product, although their
activity takes place at an earlier stage in the production of that product.
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In January 1984, the American Grape Growers Alliance for Fair Trade
filed petitions at Commerce and the ITC alleging that subsidized and

dumped imports of certain table wine from Italy and France were injuring
U.S. grape growers.8 8 In a March 1984 decision, the ITC ruled that the U.S.
domestic industry included only producers of wine, and found that imports
of French89 and Italian wines were not causing injury to the U.S. wine
industry.
The Senate effectively sought to overturn the ITC decision. 90 It adopted

an amendment offered by Senator Wilson (R-Cal.) that would have expanded the definition of "domestic industry," for all processed agricultural
products (not just wine and grape products), to include the producer of the
principal raw agricultural products, as well as the producers of the processed

product. 9 1 The House more narrowly proposed to include
such input pro92

ducers only in the case of wine and grape products.
The Conference Committee adopted the House version but limited it to

petitions filed before October 1, 1986. 93 Senator Danforth stated the understanding of the Senate conferees that the ITC would continue to define the
88. See Certain Table Wine from Italy, 49 Fed. Reg. 6778, 6779 (1984) (CVD, AD initiations); Certain Table Wine from France, 49 Fed. Reg. 6779, 6780 (CVD, AD initiations).
89. Certain Table Wine from France and Italy, supra note 87, at 8-10.
90. 130 CONG. REC. S11,499 (daily ed. Sept. 19, 1984).
91. Id.at 11,498.
92. 130 CONG. REC. H10, 10,984, 10,991, 10,994 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1984). Earlier, the House
Ways and Means Committee had taken the following position:
The [Ways and Means] Committee believes that this decision [by the ITC on tablewine from
France and Italy] was incorrect. In view of the substantial relationship between grape
growers and the wine industry, the Committee believes they should be included within the
domestic industry for the purpose of any future countervailing duty or antidumping investigation involving these products.
H.R. Rep. No. 1091, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 16 (1984).
93. This provision is contained in §§ 612(a)(1) and 626(c) of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984:
SEC. 612. DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.
(a) Section 771 (19 U.S.C. 1655) is amended as follows:
(1) Paragraph (4)(A) is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof the
following: "; except that in the case of wine and grape products subject to investigation
under this title, the term also means the domestic producers of the principal raw
agricultural product (determined on either a volume or value basis) which is included in
the like domestic product, if those producers allege material injury, or threat of
material . . . injury, as a result of imports of such wine and grape products."
SEC. 626. EFFECTIVE DATES.
...(c)(1) No provision of title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall be interpreted to prevent
the refiling of a petition under Section 702 or 732 of that title that was filed before the date of
the enactment of this title, if the purpose of such refiling is to avail the petitioner of the
amendment made by section 612(a)(1).
(2) The amendment made by section 612(a)(1) shall not apply with respect to petitions filed
(or refiled under paragraph (1)) under section 702 or 732 of the Tariff Act of 1930 after
September 30, 1986.
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 84, 94. See also id. at 188-89.
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industry as those segments of production that are closely integrated with one
another. He also said the ITC would focus on wine grapes as opposed to
those which are produced for other purposes.94
IV. Other Significant Changes in the AD/CVD Law
A.

PERSISTENT DUMPING MONITORING

Section 60995 authorizes but does not require Commerce to establish an
import monitoring program whenever:
94. Senator Danforth's Senate floor comments were as follows:
Section 612 of the bill pertains to the definition of industry for the purpose of bringing a
case under our antidumping or subsidy/countervailing duty statutes. The provision is based
on a measure passed by the House which limits the change in the industry definition for
processed agricultural products to wine and grape products. The conferees agreed to limit
this change to two years and it was the understanding of the Senate conferees that the
International Trade Commission, in interpreting this statute, will continue to conform to
current practice in attempting to define the affected industry as those segments of production
that are closely integrated with one another. In this regard it was further the understanding of
the Senate conferees that in such a case the International Trade Commission will focus on
that portion of the grape producing industry that specifically produces grapes used or to be
used for the production of wine.
130 CONG. REC. S13,972 (daily ed. Oct. 9, 1984).
95. Section 609 reads as follows:
SEC. 609. INITIATION OF ANTIDUMPING DUTY INVESTIGATIONS.
Section 732(a) (19 U.S.C. 1673a(a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(a) INITIATION BY ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY."(1) IN GENERAL-An antidumping duty investigation shall be commenced
whenever the administering authority determines, from information available to it,
that a formal investigation is warranted into the question of whether the elements
necessary for the imposition of a duty under section 731 exist.
"(2) CASES INVOLVING PERSISTENT DUMPING."(A) MONITORING.-The administering authority may establish a monitoring
program with respect to imports of a class or kind of merchandise from any
additional supplier country for a period not to exceed one year if"(i) more than one antidumping order is in effect with respect to that class or
kind of merchandise;
"(ii) in the judgment of the administering authority there is reason to believe or
suspect an extraordinary pattern of persistent injurious dumping from one or
more additional supplier countries; and
"(iii) in the judgment of the administering authority this extraordinary pattern is
causing a serious commercial problem for the domestic industry.
"(B) If during the period of monitoring referred to in subparagraph (A), the
administering authority determines that there is sufficient information to commence a formal investigation under this subsection regarding an additional supplier country, the administering authority shall immediately commence such an
investigation.
"(C) DEFINITION.-For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'additional supplier country' means a country regarding which no antidumping investigation is
currently pending, and no antidumping duty order is currently in effect, with
respect to imports of the class or kinds of merchandise covered by subparagraph
(A).
"(D) EXPEDITIOUS ACTION.-The administering authority and the CommisSPRING 1985
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(1) there is more than one antidumping order in effect with respect to the class or
kind of merchandise concerned;
(2) Commerce concludes there is a reason to believe or suspect "an extraordinary
pattern of persistent injurious dumping from one or more additional supplier
countries"; and
(3) Commerce concludes that a serious commercial problem results for the
domestic industry.

The version of this provision that originally passed the House of Representatives would have required monitoring and/or self-initiation under
certain circumstances. 96 The provision adopted by the Conference Committee gave substantially more discretion to Commerce. Under section 609,
monitoring could lead to Commerce's self-initiation of one or more antidumping investigations where it found reason to believe that imports were
being sold at less than fair value and were injuring or threatening to injure a
U.S. industry. The benefit to U.S. producers of the merchandise concerned
would be relief from the necessity to file a petition in order to trigger an
97
investigation.

B.

SAMPLING AND AVERAGING

Section 62098 expands the instances in which Commerce may use sampling
and averaging techniques in determining U.S. price and foreign market

sion, to the extent practicable, shall expedite proceedings under this subtitle
undertaken as a result of a formal investigation commenced under subparagraph
(B).".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 81-82. See also id. at 169-70.
96. H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 23-24. This provision was of strong personal interest
to Congressman Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.), Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. See Document entitled "Amendments to H.R. 4784, as Adopted by the Subcommittee,
Offered by Mr. Rostenkowski," distributed at Committee markup in April 1984.
97. If a company has successfully brought two or more dumping cases on a product, it may try
to persuade Commerce that such monitoring of imports of its product from other countries is
warranted. However, U.S. producers must still at least answer questionnaires prepared by the
Commission, one each for its preliminary and final determinations. It remains advisable to
participate in the conference preceding the preliminary determination and the hearing preceding the final determination, as well as the proceedings at Commerce. Consequently, while
self-initiation of an investigation may reduce a U.S. producer's expenses in connection with
AD/CVD investigations, it certainly does not eliminate them.
98. Section 620 reads as follows:
SEC. 602. SAMPLING AND AVERAGING IN DETERMINING UNITED STATES
PRICE AND FOREIGN MARKET VALUE.
(a) Subtitle D of title VII (19 U.S.C. 1677a et seq.) is amended by adding immediately after
section 777 the following new section:
"SEC. 777A. SAMPLING AND AVERAGING.
"(a) IN GENERAL-For the purpose of determining United States prices or foreign
market value under sections 772 and 773, and for purposes of carrying out annual reviews
under section 751, the administering authority may"(1) use averaging or generally recognized sampling techniques whenever a significant
volume of sales is involved or a significant number of adjustments to prices is required, and
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value. 99 Prior to the Trade and Tariff Act, Commerce could use sampling
and averaging techniques in calculating only foreign market value (i.e., the
selling price in the country of exportation or in third countries, or a constructed value based on cost of production), and only in investigations.
Under this authority, Commerce weight-averaged foreign market value and
compared it with each individual U.S. sales price. Even if for every U.S. sale
there was a corresponding foreign market sale at precisely the same price,
less-than-fair-value sales could nonetheless result by comparing the lower
priced U.S. sales with the weighted-average, and therefore higher, foreign
market sales.
The Trade and Tariff Act authorizes Commerce now to use sampling and
averaging techniques in calculating U.S. price (i.e., the sales price in the
United States) as well as foreign market value, and in annual reviews as well
as investigations. t00 Commerce's discretion to use sampling and averaging is
triggered whenever a significant volume of sales or number of adjustments is
involved. This proposal can be expected to improve administrability of the
AD law without causing any significant decrease in fair and equitable
application. For the petitioner who chooses to doublecheck all of Combe
merce's calculations, it would also save time and money since there would
10
less information and fewer transactions and calculations to review. 1
"(2) decline to take into account adjustments which are insignificant in relation to the price
or value of the merchandise.
"(b) SELECTION OF SAMPLES AND AVERAGES.--The authority to select appropriate samples and averages shall rest exclusively with the administering authority; but such
samples and averages shall be representative of the transactions under investigation.".
(b) Subsection (f) of section 773 (19 U.S.C. 1677b(f)) is repealed.
(c) The table of contents for title VII is amended by inserting after the entry for section 777
the following:
Sec. 777A "Sampling and averaging."
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 90. See also id. at 186; H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6,
at 45-46, 83.
99. This provision was included as § 609 in Senator Cohen's technical changes to the
AD/CVD law. 130 CONG. REC. S11,257 (daily ed. Sept. 17, 1984).
100. This amendment, by allowing an "apples-to-apples" comparison, could effectively
reduce, and in some cases even eliminate, dumping margins. Where Commerce compares a
weighted-average U.S. price with a weighted-average foreign market value, the foreign exporter gets "credit" for U.S. sales made at or above his foreign market value. Therefore,
Commerce is less likely to find sales at less than fair value. In the illustration in the text, where
for every U.S. sale there was a corresponding foreign market sale at precisely the same price,
use of averaging techniques for both U.S. price and foreign market value would lead to a finding
of no dumping. Consequently, this provision is likely to be important in cases involving a
significant volume of sales or number of adjustments.
101. The House Ways and Means Committee summarized the purpose of the provisions as
follows:
By permitting the Department to use generally recognized averaging and sampling techniques and to disregard insignificant adjustments in all duty assessments, as it may currently
for determining foreign market value, the Committee seeks to maximize efficient use of
limited staff resources and to expedite processing of individual cases and annual reviews
without loss of reasonable fairness in the results.
H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 46.
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COVERAGE OF LIKELY SALES, LEASING

Section 602102 clarifies the applicability of the CVD law to situations
where actual importation has not yet occurred but a sale for importation has

been completed or is imminent. 103 This section also clarifies the applicability
of the AD/CVD laws to sham leases or leases that are tantamount to sales.
D.

VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION

Section 618104 clarifies when Commerce will be required to verify information relied upon in making a final antidumping or countervailing duty
102. Section 602 reads as follows:
SEC. 602. SALES FOR IMPORTATION.
(a) (1) Section 701(a) (19 U.S.C. 1671(a)) is amended(A) by inserting ", or sold (or likely to be sold) for importation," after "imported" in
paragraph (1);
(B)by inserting "or by reason of sales (or the likelihood of sales) of that merchandise for
importation" immediately after "by reason of imports of that merchandise" in paragraph
(2); and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of this
subsection and section 705(b)(1), a reference to the sale of merchandise includes the
entering into of any leasing arrangement regarding the merchandise that is equivalent to
the sale of the merchandise.".
(2) Section 705(b)(1) (19 U.S.C. 1671(b)(1)) is amended by inserting ", or sales (or the
likelihood of sales) for importation," immediately after "by reason of imports".
(b) Section 731 (19 U.S.C. 1673) is amended(1) by inserting "or by reason of sales (or the likelihood of sales) of that merchandise for
importation" immediately after "by reason of imports of that merchandise" in paragraph
(2), and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of this section
and section 735(b)(1), a reference to the sale of foreign merchandise includes the
entering into of any leasing arrangement regarding the merchandise that is equivalent to
the sale of the merchandise.".
(c) Section 735(b)(1) (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)(1)) is amended by adding ", or sales (or the
likelihood of sales) for importation," after "by reason of imports".
H.R.Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 75. See also id. at 165-66; H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note
6, at 11. This amendment was included as § 17 of Senator Heinz's amendment No. 6244. 130
CONG. REC. S11,369 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1984).
103. In at least one case, Commerce initiated and found subsidies, and the ITC preliminarily
found injury to the U.S. industry despite the absence of imports where the product under
investigation was expensive merchandise, manufactured to specifications, for which a contract
had been concluded. Certain Rail Passenger Cars and Parts Thereof from Canada, Inv. No.
701-TA-182 (preliminary), USITC Pub. 1277 (1982); 47 Fed. Reg. 36,042 (1982). The Commission did not make a final determination because the petition was withdrawn and the
investigation terminated. 48 Fed. Reg. 6793-94.
104. Section 618 reads as follows:
SEC. 618. VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION.
Section 776(a) (19 U.S.C. 1677e(a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(a) GENERAL RULE.-The administering authority shall verify all information relied
upon in making"(1) a final determination in an investigation,
"(2) a revocation under section 751(c), and
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determination. Under the law prior to the 1984 Act, 10 5 Commerce was
required to verify all information relied upon in making a final determination in any AD or CVD investigation. Verification was not required in
annual review proceedings under section 751, although Commerce normally
verified information where it believed there was a significant issue of law or
fact. 106

Under new section 618, verification will be required in (1) all Commerce
final determinations in investigations (as in prior law), (2) all annual reviews
in which revocation is proposed, and (3) all other reviews where requested
by an interested party, except that good cause must be established
to merit
07
verification if Commerce verified within the last two reviews. 1
E.

CRITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES

If Commerce finds critical circumstances in an affirmative preliminary
AD or CVD determination, suspension of liquidation applies retroactively
90 days. 108 Section 605109 clarifies that the final AD or CVD determination
on critical circumstances may be affirmative despite a negative preliminary
determination. Section 605 specifies the effects of a final critical circumstances determination regarding retroactive suspension of liquidation.
F.

REVOCATIONS, OFFSETS

Section 611110 establishes that the party seeking revocation of an antidumping order bears the burden of persuasion with respect to whether there
"(3) a review and determination under section 751(a), if"(A) verification is timely requested by an interested party as defined in section 771(9)
(C), (D), (E), or (F) and
"(B) no verification was made under this paragraph during the 2 immediately preceding
reviews and determinations under that section of the same order, finding, or notice,
except that this clause shall not apply if good cause for verification is shown.
In publishing notice of any action referred to in paragraph (1), (2), or (3), the administering
authority shall report the methods and procedures used to verify such information. If the
administering authority is unable to verify the accuracy of the information submitted, it shall
use the best information available to it as the basis for its action, which may include, in actions
referred to in paragraph (1), the information submitted in support to the petition.".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 89. See also id. at 176-77.
105. Section 776(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677e(a) (1982).
106. H.R. Rep. No. 725, supra note 6, at 42. There was no comparable Senate provision.
107. This overturns a court decision in Al Tech Specialty Steel Corp. v. United States, 6
ITRD 1161 (C.A.F.C. 1984), which held that verification is required in all administrative
reviews.
108. Sections 703(e) and 733(e) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C.
§§ 1671b(e), 1673b(e) (1982).
109. See H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 79-80. See also id. at 183. This amendment
was included as § 613 of Senator Cohen's amendment No. 4247. 130 CONG. REC. S1I,257 (daily
ed. Sept. 17, 1984).
110. The applicable portions of § 611 read as follows:
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are changed circumstances sufficient to warrant revocation of the antidumping order. 11 ' It prohibits Commerce from revoking a CVD order or termi-

nating a suspended CVD investigation on the basis of any export taxes
levied to offset the subsidy received. Section 611 also precludes the ITC

from terminating certain pre-1980 CVD orders solely on the basis of export
taxes levied to offset subsidies received.
G.

TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION BASED
ON QUANTITATIVE RESTRAINTS

Section 604112 establishes special rules for terminating or suspending an
investigation when Commerce accepts an understanding with a foreign
government to limit the volume of imports into the United States of the
merchandise subject to the investigation." 3 Section 604 precludes terminaSEC. 611. REVIEWS AND DETERMINATIONS.
(a) Subtitle C (19 U.S.C. 1675) is amended(2) by amending section 751(B) by amending subsection (b)(1)(iii) by adding at the end of subsection (b)(l) the following: "During an
investigation by the Commission, the party seeking revocation of an antidumping order shall have the burden of persuasion with respect to whether there are
changed circumstances sufficient to warrant revocation of the antidumping
order."; and
(3) by adding "The administering authority shall not revoke, in whole or in part, a
countervailing duty order or terminate a suspended investigation on the basis of any
export taxes, duties, or other charges levied on the export of merchandise to the United
States specifically intended to offset the subsidy received." after the first sentence of
subsection (c);
(c) 104(b)(2) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1671, note) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "A negative determination by the
Commission under this paragraph shall not be based, in whole or in part, on any export taxes,
duties, or other charges levied on the export of merchandise to the United States specifically
intended to offset the subsidy received.".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 82-84.
111. This provision overturns the Court of International Trade's decision in Matsushita
Elec. Indus. Co. v. United States, 569 F. Supp. 853, reh. denied, 573 F. Supp. 122 (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1983). It addresses only antidumping and not countervailing duty orders, but cf. Frozen
Concentrated Orange Juice from Brazil, Inv. No. 751-TA-10, USITC Pub. 1623 at 9, n.l
(1984).
112. See H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 76-78. See also id. at 166-68.
113. Under prior law (§ 704(c)), in "extraordinary circumstances" Commerce could suspend
a CVD investigation based on an agreement with a foreign government eliminating the
injurious effect, including quantitative restriction agreements, if satisfied that suspension was in
the public interest and effective U.S. monitoring of the agreement was practicable. "Extraordinary circumstances" included a requirement that suspension be more beneficial to the U.S.
industry than continuation of the investigation. 19 U.S.C. § 1671c(c) (1982). (Commerce has
never suspended an investigation under 704(c).)
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tion unless Commerce finds that termination on the basis of that agreement
is in the public interest, 1

4

including the following factors:

(1) whether the agreement would have a greater adverse impact on
United States consumers than the imposition of countervailing
duties;

(2) the relative impact on the international economic interest of the
United States; and

(3) the relative impact on the competitiveness of the U.S. industry,
including the impact on employment and investment in that industry.
Before making its public interest decision, section 604 also specifies that
Commerce, to the extent practicable, consult with (1) potentially affected
U.S. consuming industries and (2) potentially affected producers and workers in the domestic industry, including producers and workers not party to
the investigation.
The Senate had proposed to authorize quantitative restraint suspension
agreements in AD cases, currently authorized only in CVD cases."1 5 While
16
this revision was specifically rejected by the House-Senate conferees,
section 604 expressly authorizes quantitative restraint agreements as the7
basis for terminating (as opposed to suspending) an AD investigation.1t
Section 611118 adds two new sections to the Tariff Act of 1930 concerning
114. Commerce may terminate a CVD or AD investigation under § 704(a) or 734(a) upon
withdrawal of the petition; the Tariff Act does not specify the basis or criteria.
115. Senator Heinz's amendment No. 4266 included a provision (§ 13) to allow quantitative
restraint suspension agreements in AD cases. 130 CoNG. REC. S11,368 (daily ed. Sept. 18,
1984).
116. H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 167-68.
117. This provision may be interpreted as validating the appropriateness of Commerce's
decision to terminate its AD investigation of lightweight polyester filament fabrics (LPFF) from
Japan after petitioner withdrew its petition and the government of Japan acted to limit exports
of LPFF to the United States. 49 Fed. Reg. 4021 (1984).
118. Section 611 reads as follows:
SEC. 611. REVIEWS AND DETERMINATIONS.
(a) Subtitle C (19 U.S.C. 1675) is amended(1) by amending the subtitle heading to read as follows:
"Subtitle C-Reviews; Other Actions Regarding Agreements
"CHAPTER 1-REVIEW OF AMOUNT OF DUTY AND AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTION AGREEMENTS";
(2) by amending section 751(A) by inserting "if a request for such a review has been received and" immediately
before "after publication of notice" in that part of paragraph (1) of subsection (a)
that precedes subparagraph (A); and
(B) by amending subsection (b)(1)(i) by striking out "704 or 734" and inserting in lieu thereof "704 (other than a
quantitative restriction agreement described in subsection (a)(2) or (c)(3)) or
734 (other than a quantitative restriction agreement described in subsection

(a)(2)) ",

(ii) by striking out ", or 735(b)," and inserting in lieu thereof ", 735(b),
726(a)(1), or 762(a)(2),", and
(iii) by adding at the end of subsection (b)(1) the following: "During an
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quantitative restriction agreements accepted by Commerce as a basis for
suspending or terminating a CVD investigation. The first requires the
President, within 90 days of the suspension or termination, to enter into
consultations with the government effecting the quantitative restrictions for
the purpose of seeking elimination or reduction of the subsidies. The second
provides for new subsidy and injury determinations by Commerce and the
ITC, respectively, at the President's direction, prior to the expiration date
(if any) of such quantitative restriction agreement.
investigation by the Commission, the party seeking revocation of an antidumping order shall have the burden of persuasion with respect to whether there are
changed circumstances sufficient to warrant revocation of antidumping order.";
and
(3) by adding "The administering authority shall not revoke, in whole or in part, a
countervailing duty order or terminate a suspended investigation on the basis of any
export taxes, duties, or other charges levied on the export of merchandise to the United
States specifically intended to offset the subsidy received." after the first sentence of
subsection (c);
(4) by adding at the end thereof the following new chapter:
"CHAPTER 2-CONSULTATIONS AND DETERMINATIONS REGARDING
QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTION AGREEMENTS
"SEC. 761. REQUIRED CONSULTATIONS.
"(a) AGREEMENTS IN RESPONSE OF SUBSIDIES.-Within 90 days after the administering authority accepts a quantitative restriction agreement under section 704(a)(2) or
(c)(3), the President shall enter into consultations with the government that is party to the
agreement for purposes of"(1) eliminating the subsidy completely, or
"(2) reducing the net subsidy to a level that eliminates completely the injurious effect of
exports to the United States of the merchandise.
"(b) MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENTS ON BASIS OF CONSULTATIONS.-At
the direction of the President, the administering authority shall modify a quantitative
restriction agreement as a result of consultations entered into under subsection (a).
"(c) SPECIAL RULE REGARDING AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 704(c)(3).This chapter shall cease to apply to a quantitative restriction agreement described in section
704(c)(3) at such time as that agreement ceases to have force and effect under section 704(f)
or violation is found under section 704(i).
"SEC. 762. REQUIRED DETERMINATIONS.
"(a) IN GENERAL.-Before the expiration date, if any, of a quantitative restriction
agreement accepted under section 704(a)(2) or 704(c)(3) (if suspension of the related
investigation is still in effect)"(1) the administering authority shall, at the direction of the President, initiate a
proceeding to determine whether any subsidy is being provided with respect to the
merchandise subject to the agreement and, if being so provided, the net subsidy; and
"(2) if the administering authority initiates a proceeding under paragraph (1), the
Commission shall determine whether imports of the merchandise of the kind subject to
the agreement will, upon termination of the agreement, materially injure, or threaten
with material injury, an industry in the United States or materially retard the establish-

ment of such an industry.
"(b) DETERMINATIONS.-The determinations required to be made by the administering
authority and the Commission under subsection (a) shall be made under such procedures as
the administering authority and the Commission, respectively, shall by regulation prescribe,
and shall be treated as final determinations made under section 705 for purposes of judicial
review under section 516A. If the determinations by each are affirmative, the administering
authority shallVOL. 19, NO. 2
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V. Conclusion
Commerce is now engaged in drafting regulations to implement the
AD/CVD provisions of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. It will publish
them as an advance notice of proposed rulemaking, inviting public comments. Application of the AD/CVD provisions of the 1984 Act in particular
cases will provide the basis for judging how effectively the Trade and Tariff
Act has streamlined the AD/CVD laws, assisted small businesses and
accomplished its other objectives.

"(1) issue a countervailing duty order under section 706 effective with respect to
merchandise entered on and after the date on which the agreement terminates; and
"(2) order the suspension of liquidation of all entries of merchandise subject to the order
which are entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, on or after the date
of publication of the order in the Federal Register.
"(c) HEARINGS.-The determination proceedings required to be prescribed under subsection (b) shall provide that the administering authority and the Commission must, upon the
request of any interested party, hold a hearing in accordance with section 774 on the issues
involved.".
(b) The table of contents for subtitle C of title VII is amended to read as follows:
"Subtitle C-Reviews; Other Actions Regarding Agreements
"Chapter 1-REVIEW OF AMOUNT OF DUTY AND AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTION AGREEMENTS
"Sec. 751. Administrative review of determinations.
"Chapter 2-CONSULTATIONS AND DETERMINATIONS REGARDING QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTION AGREEMENTS
"Sec. 761. Required consultations.
"Sec. 762. Required determinations.".
(c) 104(b)(2) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1671, note) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "A negative determination by the
Commission under this paragraph shall not be based, in whole or in part, on any export
taxes, duties, or other charges levied on the export of merchandise to the United States
specifically intended to offset the subsidy received.".
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, supra note 11, at 82-84. See also id. at 168-69.
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